
 

Yanni - Discography, 34 Albums !!EXCLUSIVE!!

before i really fell in love with yanni, i knew that he had a thing for the unusual. for his debut album yanni, he brought in the legendary jazz guitarist pat metheny to open the album with the jazz-rock fusion of sinking into the night. he recorded the album in two months at private music, but he wasn't afraid to mix in some surprises, like the piano of thad jones with a kodo feel on sinking into the night, and the zenlike nature of the title track, which
features japanese singer and guitarist shiritsu ebisu chugaku on vocals. the album begins with the eastern influences of the title track, but it also features the great collaboration of jazz guitarist pat metheny and an inspired vocalist, leann rimes on the catchy title track. there's an old saying that you should go into the studio with the idea that you can't go wrong, and yanni took that to heart. he took his time on sensual chill, and he found a balance

between the moody, ambient soundscapes of settling and the spare, acoustic-driven sound of my passion for mexico. the song for japan, composed with tom jones, is a lovely slow-paced song that lets its emotions be felt, while the title track sensual chill is the kind of song that makes you want to dance. even with the slow pace, sensual chill is one of yanni's most intense albums, which is no surprise given the amount of instrumentation. in addition to
being a talented multi-instrumentalist, yanni is a constant traveler and a music enthusiast. his journey has taken him from the czech republic where he attended the international piano academy of prague, to afghanistan, india, the united states and more. for his musical journey, he cites bach, mozart and beethoven as his greatest influences, but also cites the music of rachmaninoff, tchaikovsky, stravinsky, shastakovich, r&b, jazz, latin, classical, new

age and more as his favorite artists.
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5 LOVE IT OR LEAVE OHearn said the vibe on this record was more reflective. I can hear this but theres also a lot of passion
and energy on the album that comes from OHears background as a physical artist. There was a great spirit and huge energy

on this record. He felt the music is very reflective of the times and the overall vibe of the time period. This album is
definitely more reggae than anything else. It was pretty much the sound of the Miami club scene. He said this album is

probably the biggest departure from his normal style in the last few decades. There were a few drastic changes going on in
his life for this record which changed his mindset and approach to music. 6 FLY THE CURRENT People have been talking

about this album for months. I would guess that it has the most IDM or minimal sounds of OHearn CDs. It is so dark and its
so weird. Its actually a very scary album that you can put in headphones or get up in a dark room and just listen to. It has a
more ominous feel than Destiny. He said he was inspired by this time period and found himself in a listening mood. He had
to go back to the basics and it ended up being one of the most ambient albums he ever made. It is very different from the
previous two albums, and I think he was trying to go back to his roots. 7 FLOWMASTER Its got an electronic feel again. Its
got a very danceable and sexy vibe to it with a lot of bass and guitar. It feels like its getting very experimental. He said he

didnt want to go back to the 1970s, he wanted to take his music to the next level. He said this is the one with the most
organic and organic feel. He wanted to recapture that feeling of when he was in college. He said he was inspired to create

something fun that didnt sound dated. The music on this album is mainly improvised. He said it was one of the most organic
albums he has ever done. 5ec8ef588b
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